
WWII TEST - VanZegeren
Test Sections:
1: WWII Chronology (sequence of events)
2: Multiple Choice
3: Battle Matching Section (European & Pacific)
4: Short Answer
5: Map of Europe

TIPS:
•review the order of events across all 3 packets. Focus on the order of battles & Hitler’s Path to War. You 
can find the “I Have…/Who Has…” cards on my website (check Week in Preview!) Print out your own 
set & practice putting them in order:)

•click through powerpoints available on my website

•make flashcards with the “Takeaway” box for each of the battles (BOTH the European battles & the 
Pacific battles)

•study the map; think about which locations we’ve talked about; what countries did Hitler takeover? what 
geographic areas/bodies of water are mentioned in the cards or in the battles?

•handwrite out your notes on a separate sheet of paper; the act of rewriting the material can help you 
learn it better; if you learn by listening, read your notes out loud as you rewrite them.
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